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ABSTRACT 

 

Firefly will provide the first single platform, space based, coordinated measurement of 

three important lightning parameters: the visible optical signal, the Very Low Frequency 

Radio signal, and Gamma-ray emissions.  Data from Firefly will unambiguously 

demonstrate when Gamma-ray generation takes place during lightning events by 

providing submicrosecond relative timing to the arrival time and pulse shape of each of 

these phenomenon.  These data will give people who study lightning new information on 

how these signals are related which will lead to a refinement of current models on 

lightning formation and the physical processes that take place during lightning events. 

This paper describes Firefly's science payload, outlines many of the major design 

considerations, and details the final circuit implementation of the VLF receiver, Optical 

lightning detectors, and in the Experiment Controller Boards. 
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1. Background 

1.1 Mission science goals 

The CubeSat Project (http://www.cubesat.org/) provides launch opportunities for small 

satellites and their payloads. Its goals are to provide a cost-effective standardized 

workflow for small- to medium- scale research endeavors, making this Cubesats ideal for 

the university research environment.  Over 60 universities currently participate in the 

CubeSat Project. Firefly itself is the second project funded by the National Science 

Foundation (Award ATM-0838015 to Siena College) as part of a series of CubeSat 

missions focused on the study the Earth’s upper atmosphere and space weather.  Firefly 

will investigate the link between lightning and Terrestrial Gamma-Ray Flashes (TGFs) 

by combining a gamma-ray/electron scintillation detector, a Very Low Frequency (VLF) 

radio receiver, and optical photometers. Consequently, this project will be the first to 

perform simultaneous measurements of lightning and TGFs from a single fully integrated 

platform. Figure 1 shows a diagram of some of the processes involved in lightning and 

the relative altitude above the surface.  Firefly will look at the optical signal associated 

with the initial lightning along with Gamma-ray emissions, and escaping energetic 

electrons. 
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Figure 1. TGF and energetic electron generation from lightning [1] 

Early space-based observations of Terrestrial Gamma Flashes (TGFs) by the Compton 

Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO) and the Reuven Ramaty High-Energy Solar 

Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) showed that TGFs are brief (1 ms long) and intense 

(flux higher than a solar flare, spectrum harder than cosmic gamma ray bursts) bursts of 

gamma-rays originating from the Earth’s atmosphere during times of intense 
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thunderstorm activity [2]. Such emissions are of inherent interest as they probably result 

from the most powerful natural particle acceleration process on Earth, in which thermal 

electrons are energized to tens of MeV in less than 1 millisecond. These energized 

electrons create bremstrahlung gamma and x-rays, which can be observed from orbiting 

platforms, and the electrons themselves, may escape to magnetospheric altitudes and 

populate the inner electron radiation belt. 

Since their initial discovery, it has been definitively demonstrated that TGFs emissions 

are terrestrial in origin and that they are strongly correlated with lightning activity [3]. 

Most recently, TGF events observed from space-based platforms have been correlated to 

specific lightning events observed from ground level. All currently available information 

on TGFs has been developed through correlation of measurements between instruments 

on different platforms many of which are optimized for different measurements, rather 

than collecting data from a single, integrated platform.  For example, the most recent 

TGF study [4] showing tight time correlation between TGFs and lightning uses data from 

the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope and the ground based World Wide Lightning 

Location Network (WLLN).  This interpolation produced a set of challenges for dataset 

integration and interpretation, resulting in saturation of the detector at lower flux levels 

than is desirable for the measurement of TGFs.   Essentially, it is possible to determine 

when the TGF occurred and indicate that the flux was above a certain level. However, 

once the detector saturates, it is not possible to precisely measure the flux. 

However, once the detector saturates, it is not possible to precisely measure the flux. 

Another disadvantage of the Gamma-ray detector on Fermi is the fact that it has a limited 

ability to store and download its data.  Given that Fermi is an astronomical observatory, 

the algorithms within it are set such that they will only trigger data collection on Gamma 

events that are significantly above the background noise level [5].  Effectively, this only 

captures events associated with the most intense lightning activity.  What remains 

unknown is whether or not there are TGF events associated with normal lightning, or, if 

lightning must be above a certain intensity level for any to generate TGFs. In addition, 

although WLLN is optimized for making lightning observations, WLLN detectors have 

fixed locations throughout the world.  Having static locations is problematic because 
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precise timing of measurements between these two platforms (Fermi and WLLN), 

required compensating for: (A) clock drifts between the two platforms and (B) signal 

propagation time from the lightning event to the WLLN receiver [4]. 

The primary goal of the Firefly mission is to unambiguously determine if lightning 

produces TGFs, and to determine what part of the lightning process generates the high 

fluxes of gamma rays observed from space. Thus data collected by Firefly will 

unambiguously provide new information describing the processes that accelerate 

electrons above thunderstorms.  Consequently, Firefly will represent a major technical 

advance in describing the properties of TGFs because it is a single platform with the 

ability to measure three major physical properties associated with lightning: 

1) The visible lightning signal, 

2) The Very Low Frequency (VLF) RF signal associated lightning, and 

3) Gamma Ray emissions from lightning. 

The visible lightning detector signal will provide precise timing information on the 

initiation of electrical activity within the event.  This signal will have essentially the same 

propagation time from the source of the event to the spacecraft as the Gamma-rays.  In 

addition, one of the four lightning detectors has a red filter (777.4 nm) in front of the 

photodiode allowing the instrument to distinguish between cloud to ionosphere lightning 

(a.k.a. red sprites) and normal cloud to ground lightning. The VLF receiver will provide 

precise information on the portions of the lightning activity too dim to see with the 

optical lightning detector.  Unfortunately, this signal has a significant (and variable) 

propagation delay through the atmosphere.  Correlating this signal with the optical signal 

can help determine the propagation characteristic of the VLF signal through the 

atmosphere that in turn can help determine the exact propagation characteristics of the 

ionosphere and the nature of the RF signal at the lightning source.  The Gamma ray 

detector itself is optimized for lightning detection specifically by an increased ability to 

detect high flux rates and the ability to detect energetic electrons.    

A single platform measurement optimized for TGF observations also has two major 

advantages over the current measurement systems.  First, since all measurements are 
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taken on a single platform, it will be possible to provide sub-microsecond timing between 

the various signals allowing the ability to determine where within a single lightning event 

the Gamma-rays are initiated and how the flux changes throughout the evolution of a 

single lightning event.  In addition, this platform is specifically optimized for lightning 

detection.  As such, all three parameters will be stored and downlinked to the ground for 

each lightning event allowing the instrument to observe whether or not there is an 

increase in the background Gamma-ray flux during the lightning event.  

Since these three measurements will be taken on a single platform, relative timing 

between the arrival of the three different signals can be measured to sub microsecond 

resolution allowing the instrument suite to very precisely measure where in the process of 

lightning Gamma Rays are generated.  This knowledge will improve the existing models 

for lightning processes particularly with respect to the generation of high-energy events.  

1.2 Orbit requirements 

Firefly is required to have a mission life of at least 3 months and must demonstrate that 

its orbit will deteriorate to the point where the spacecraft will reenter the atmosphere 

within 25 years.  These requirements, along with the mass of the spacecraft and its 

surface area, limit the range of orbits available.  National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration's (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and Siena College 

performed extensive simulations on various orbital conditions and determined that the 

cubesat must be inserted into an orbit that is at least 400 km, but not more than 600 km 

above the Earth's surface.  Additionally, the Firefly team is being allowed to use the 

ground station at NASA/Wallops Flight Facility on Wallops Island, VA (37° 56’ N, 75° 

27’ W) at a greatly reduced cost compared to their normal operating costs.  The use of 

this ground station requires a minimum inclination of 38°. 

From a science perspective, the region of greatest lightning activity is close to the equator 

which drives the mission preference for a low inclination orbit.  On the other hand, no 

satellite has been in the position to observe Terrestrial Gamma Flashes at an inclination 

of greater than 40° which would make observations at the latitudes of interest.  

Ultimately, cubesats are tertiary payloads and have little say in the initial orbital insertion 
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profile.  Firefly will have to take any available launch that fits within the loose 

parameters outlined above.  

1.3 Overall Architecture 

Firefly's science payload is comprised of six different boards connected per the 

connection diagram shown in Figure 2 (though the ECB1/ECB2 boards are actually 

implemented as a single rigid-flex assembly composed of the two boards and an 

integrated cable connecting the two boards).  The VLF/Photodiode board contains a 

receiver for the monopole VLF antenna and four photometers; ECB1 contains the main 

controller FPGA, Analog to Digital converters, and Digital to Analog converters; the 

Gamma-ray detector board contains charge amplifiers and peak hold circuits for the 

photomultiplying tube; the Gamma-ray scintillator is the bulk crystal and support 

electronics for Gamma-ray detection; and the experiment power regulator board is simply 

a power regulator which converts spacecraft supplied voltages to the levels needed to 

drive electronics in the science payload. 

 

Figure 2. Firefly Science Payload  board Interconnect Diagram 
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Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the design considerations and trades needed 

to optimize each instrument for lightning detection.  This includes the Gamma-ray 

detector in Section 2.1, the visible lightning detector in Section 2.2, and the VLF receiver 

in Section 2.3.  Detailed descriptions of the chosen circuit topologies and part of the 

electronic optimizations are located in Chapter 3.  Section 3.1.1 details the Optical 

Lightnign Detector Circuit, Section 3.1.2 describes the VLF receiver electronics, and the 

combined Photodetector/VLF board is described in Section 3.1.3.  The Experiment 

Controller board assembly (ECB 1 and ECB 2) is briefly covered in Section 3.2.1.  

Complete schematics and simulations diagrams for the Optical signal chains, VLF 

receiver, and ECB 1/ECB 2 are found in the Appendix along with other support 

documents. 
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2. Instrument Design Considerations 

2.1 Gamma Ray Detector (GRD) System 

Firefly includes a Gamma Ray Detector system designed to detect incoming Gamma 

Rays at event rates of up to 100,000 events per second using a crystal scintillator and 

photomultiplying system.   The selected crystal scintillator is a sandwich of two materials 

in a phoswich configuration: GYSO:Ce (GYSO:Ce, Gd1.6Y0.4SiO5, with Ce doping; 

density 6.3 g/cm3) which is operating as the slow scintillator, and Eljen Technologies EJ-

240 plastic scintillator material operating as the fast scintillator.  Phoswich detectors were 

designed to detect and discriminated between energetic electrons, gamma rays, and other 

energetic particles through the use of different scintillator materials that interact with the 

target detection species in different manners.  In the case of Firefly, there is a slow 

scintillator which has a characteristic decay time of about 285 ns and a faster GYSO:Ce 

scintillator with a characteristic decay time of 60ns.  The phoswich stack is designed such 

that low energy electronics are deposited primarily on the plastic scintillator in the front 

of the stack, gamma particles will only deposit energy in the GYSO:Ce bulk crystal, and 

high energy electrons will deposit energy in both stacks.  Thus by measuring the decay 

times of light emitted by this stack, you will be able to determine the species that caused 

the event. This instrument is expected to be able to detect Gamma Ray photons in the 

energy range of 100keV to 10 MeV and electrons 2-5 MeV [1]. 

Light emitted by the scintillator is below the detection threshold of common optical 

detectors, so Firefly amplifies the optical signal from the scintillator using a 

Microchannel Plate (MCP) purchased from Burle Planacon.  This device is configured as 

an integrated photocathode, microchannel plate, and anode integrated into a single 

hermetically sealed unit allowing the MCP to be tested on the bench and eliminating 

contamination and handling issues associated with non-sealed units. A schematic of a 

single plate MCP is show below in Figure 3.   

* Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: D. E. Rowland, et al., "The NSF Firefly 

CubeSat mission: Rideshare mission to study energetic electrons produced by lightning," 

in Aerospace Conference, 2011 IEEE, 2011, pp. 1-12. 
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Figure 3. Typical MCP construction 

MCPs work by creating a high electric field (typically greater than 100 V/mm) between 

the entrance and exit of these plates.  When a particle (in this case the particle is a 

photon) interacts with the electrons at the entrance of the stack, it frees that electron from 

its atom.  This freed electron is guided by the electric field down the tube where it can 

interact with another electron freeing it and creating an avalanche of electrons that are 

directed down the tube by the electric field.  Overall system gain is governed by the 

interaction path length of the electrons, and can be adjusted by changing the field strength 

or incorporating a number of plates into a larger stack.  Once the initial signal is 

amplified into a large number of electrons, the charge cloud created by the electrons can 

be collected by an anode and directed through traces on a PC board or wires connected to 

the anode.  At this point, there are a number of different circuit topologies that can be 

used to detect and amplify the current formed by the charge cloud.  

2.2 Visible Lightning Detector system (VLD) 

2.2.1 Optical design/Field of View 

An ideal optical system for lightning detection would have infinite rejection of non-

lightning signal and sufficient sensitivity to lightning to measure the dimmest events.  In 

the real world, non-lightning signal sources are dominated by the sun’s reflection off 

clouds in the field of view.  Thus reducing the amount of cloud within the field of view 

can reduce the extraneous signal associated with clouds (which in this case represents a 

DC offset to the lightning data).  Limiting the field of view thus becomes a tradeoff 

between improvements in the signal to noise of the detection circuit, reduction in the 

events that will be observed, and spacecraft resource (e.g. mass, volume, power, etc.).  

Firefly chose to optimize this subsystem by devoting the maximum amount of space 

available to optical lightning detector once the gravity gradient boom and Gamma-ray 
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scintillator crystals were installed in the spacecraft.  This space dictates that the entire 

photometer system can be no taller than 3cm; this in turn dictates that the field stop will 

be located about 2cm from the surface of the photodetector as shown below in Figure 4 

 

 

Figure 4. Firefly Field Stop assembly diagram. 

Given these constraints, the response of the optical system to a point source of light is 

constrained by how much of the photodetector can be seen by the source of light as 

shown below in Figure 5.  If the detector is modeled as a circular detector (rather than the 

square it actually is), the problem can be constrained to a simple 2-dimensional problem 

which can be solved in Matlab for all angles within the field of view. 

 

Figure 5. FOV Half angle and field stop 
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To determine whether or not a square detector would have a significant effect on the 

results of any field stop analysis, the case of both an inscribed circle and a circumscribed 

circle was examined as these represent the two extremes in the FOV calculations as 

shown below.  Figure 6 shows the square detector in the middle of the image (black 

square) with a superimposed inscribed circle (blue) and circumscribed circle (green).  

The field stop which limits the overall field of view can be seen as the outer thick black 

circle. 

 

Figure 6. View from the top of the field stop showing the inscribed 

and circumscribed circle approximations for the square detector 

The responses of these two cases as a function of angle from the normal to the detector 

are shown below in Figure 7 and indicate that the major differences between these two 

cases begins to be an effect above 20°.  Between 20° and about 37°, the difference in the 

responses of the systems never exceed 20% of the full scale response. The minor 

differences between the inscribed case and the circumscribed case indicate that making 

the simplifying assumption of a circular detector is appropriate.  For simplicity, a single 

circle whose radius is halfway between the inscribed and circumscribed circle was chosen 

for the remainder of the calculations.  This produces an optical cutoff at around 22.5° 

(this quantity is referred to later as the half angle cutoff and given the symbol  ). 
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Figure 7. FOV calculation showing the inscribed circle (blue line) 

and circumscribed circle (green line). 

For the case of a single detector, this represents a field of view on the surface of the cloud 

(including the 15 degree cant each of these photometer subsystems) as shown Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Field of view of a single detector on the cloud surface (X and Y 

coordinates in kilometers, Z axis represents a normalized response). 

Each of the individual field of views is further combined into a single image (below in 

Figure 9).  This image shows the contours associated with the region on the cloud where 
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the optical signal is reduced to 10% of its ideal magnitude (red contour) and where the 

signal is reduced to 90% of its ideal magnitude (black contour). 

 

Figure 9. 90% (black) and 10% (red) contour lines on four 

detectors.  Distance to clouds is 400km, each detector is tilted at 15 

degrees. 

 

2.2.2 Solar reflection off Cloud Calculation 

Daytime observations of lightning from space are complicated by the very strong optical 

signal of the sun's reflection off of clouds.  This signal must be removed from the data 

prior to amplification, or it will end up completely masking the desired signature from 

lightning.  The amount of light collected by the photodiode can be calculated in the 

following manner. 

 

Given a cloud with an irradiance   , the Luminance ( ) to the hemisphere above it is 

 
   

  

 
  

 

            
  2-1 
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Figure 10. Angle Definition 

and the power to a small patch of the sky with a solid angle   as shown in Figure 10 is  

                        
  

 
                 . 2-2 

 

From a point looking up from the cloud surface to the photodetector, the solid angle      

is given by 

 
      

           

  
 2-3 

 

where      is the angle from the point on the cloud to the detector as shown in Figure 10, 

     is the area of the photodetector, and    is the straight-line distance between this 

point on the cloud and the photodetector.  Combining equations 2-2 and 2-3, for a small 

area of the cloud         you get  
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Figure 11. Area of cloud integration 

Total power to the photodiode can be found by integrating    over the region of cloud 

visible from the photodiode.  From this point forward, the simplifying assumption that 

                is made. 

Both   and   can be found from the geometry of the system shown in Figure 11. 

 

         2-5 

         2-6 

Using equations 2-5 and 2-6, an expression for   can be developed in terms of   and   

(2-7). 
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  2-8 

 

The differential area of a cloud is              .     can be expressed in terms of    

(2-9) by combining 2-6 and 2-8. 

   

  
  

 

    
  or 
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Combining 2-5 and 2-9 into 2-4, substituting              , and integrating shows 

that  

 

     
  

 
       

        

  

    

   

    

   

  
 

    
         

 

  
       

 
       

    

   

    

   

              

 

  
          

 
              

    

   

  

                  2-10 

Where   is the half angle of the field of view cone seen by the photodetector.  

Equation 2-10 shows the power on the detector ( ) as a function of the Irradiance (  ), 

detector area (    ), and the half angle of the optical system ( ). 

 

From the Hamamatsu data sheet for the photodiode (Appendix A), we know that the area 

of the photodiode                 or                  .  In addition, the 

irradiance from the sun was taken from historical tabulated data [6] and is plotted in 

Figure 12.  

 

The white light filter response is plotted in Figure 13 and can be convolved with the solar 

spectrum to produce in-band filtered irradiance on the clouds of         .  This 

number is multiplied by the maximum reflection off of the clouds (estimated to be 0.70) 

to produce resulting in              
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Figure 12. Solar Spectrum derived from tabulated data [6] 

 

Figure 13. Visible filter response 

From section 2.2, the effective half angle   of the field stop on the optical system is 

22.5°.  Combining all of this information and the response characteristics of the 

photodiode, the expected power on the photodiode is: 

 
     

 

  
                            2-11 

 

and the expected current from cloud reflections is 

                 2-12 
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2.2.3 Red Filter Cloud reflections 

The instrument also includes narrow band red filters to allow it to distinguish between red 

sprites and normal lightning.  Solar reflectance calculations are the same as above except 

the filter response used is shown in Figure 14 below. 

 

Figure 14. Red filter response 

Using this filter and equations 2-11 and 2-12, optical power on the photodiode is 

 
       

 

  
                            2-13 

and cloud induced photodiode current is 

                2-14 

 

 

2.3 Very Low Frequency (VLF) Radio Receiver 

RF signatures from lightning can be measured without regard to the presence (or 

absence) of the sun and can help provide additional information about the distance and 

type of lightning that has occurred.   

2.3.1 VLF antenna 

Firefly’s VLF antenna is constrained by the mass and size of the cubesat platform and 

essentially devolved into a choice between two different configurations: 
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1) A pseudo dipole antenna with an overall tip-to-tip length around 1.5m deployed 

perpendicular to the long axis of the cubesat, and 

2) A Monopole antenna around 3m in length deployed along the long axis of the 

spacecraft. 

2.3.1.1 Configuration 1: Dipole antenna 

The presence of a dipole antenna has the advantage that locally generated noise can be 

easily removed from the signal in a differential amplifier as this device can eliminate the 

common mode noise present in the two signals and maximize the differential mode 

signal.  This is advantageous as the antenna is oriented such that coupling between the 

antenna and the spacecraft is maximized. An additional consideration is that a dipole 

antenna is difficult to implement on such as a small platform in such a way as to ensure 

that there is little interference (both mechanical and electrical) between the VLF antenna 

and the transmit and receive antennas required for communications with the ground.  

Given these constraints, the best case antenna length will be on the order of 1.5 m and 

could potentially be less than that length. 

2.3.1.2 Configuration 2: Monopole antenna 

The Firefly spacecraft requires the use of a gravity gradient boom that is deployed along 

the long axis of the spacecraft to provide an orientation bias for the system.  Orientation 

bias is dictated by a function of both the length of the boom and the tip mass with longer 

booms requiring less mass.  Ultimately, we found that we would be able to accommodate 

a total length on this boom of 3.5 m and that this boom could also be used as a VLF 

receiver.  This antenna would be oriented such that the coupling mode between spacecraft 

generated noise and the antenna is at a local minimum, so in this respect the spacecraft 

generated noise for the monopole is likely to be similar to that of the dipole.  In addition, 

both the monopole antenna and the dipole antenna are significantly smaller than a ¼ 

wavelength of the shortest observable signal of interest (the highest frequency signal of 

interest is 500 kHz which is a wavelength of                                ), 

the difference in the efficiency of the antennas is simply a ratio of their lengths.  In this 

case, the monopole antenna will be a factor of 
   

   
     times more sensitive.  This 
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increased sensitivity is offset by the decreased sensitivity caused by the fact that the 

antenna is not optimally oriented to detect signals right below the spacecraft.  

Ultimately, we chose the monopole antenna configuration for reasons that have more to 

do with mechanical system constraint than the optimization of the VLF system.  

However, our analysis shows that the 3.5 m monopole system will have adequate 

performance. 
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3. Circuit designs 

3.1 Science payload 

3.1.1 Optical Lightning Detector Electronics 

3.1.1.1 General electrical design considerations 

The ideal visible light lightning detector circuit would amplify only lightning signatures 

ignoring electronic noise, cloud crossings, terminator crossings and sun glints.  In this 

circumstance, it is necessary to translate the optical signal to an electronic one and 

amplify it to a signal level of around +4.5V so that it can be read by a 16 bit A/D 

converter as shown in Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15. Optical lightning detector block diagram 

Turman [7] reported that average lightning has an optical power on the order of     W 

with well over 90% of all lightning having an intensity less than      W.  Given that one 

goal of the experiment is to observe the more energetic lightning events, the instrument 

was designed such that      W lightning flashes would produce a full scale input to the 

A/D converter subsystem. 

 

Each photodetector has a field of view that extends to +/- 22.5 deg. from the normal 

viewing angle.  At the highest mission altitude of 500 km, the furthest distance that we 

wish to see lightning is 500 km * cos(22.5 deg) = 541 km.  At this distance, the optical 

power from a point source is given by 
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Given that the chosen photodetector (Hamamatsu's S9195) has an active area of        

and an average response through the visible light filter of 0.36A/W, the photodiode is 

expected to respond to lightning with a current of about 0.0245 µA which indicates that 

the output circuit needs to have a current to voltage transfer function of 1.84 * 10
8
 V/A. 

3.1.1.2 Day time considerations 

During the day, one of the major sources of undesired signal comes from clouds and the 

transition from a region of the Earth without clouds to one with clouds.  Equation 2-12 

shows that the maximum DC current from cloud reflection would be         , so the 

circuit must be designed to accept this amount of current without saturating. 

 

In addition to the DC considerations, the next strongest signal of non-interest is the 

transition from no cloud to full cloud or vice-versa.  This transition will be most dramatic 

as the spacecraft transitions from day to night or night to day (i.e. at the terminator). 

3.1.1.2.1 High Pass Filter 

Edge transitions from regions without clouds to regions containing clouds will produce a 

transition from no signal to full signal corresponding to the time it takes the spacecraft 

traveling at 8 km/s to fill its field of view with the cloud (basically the time it takes the 

spacecraft to travel 382 km).  To simplify calculations, the worst case scenario of a 

terminator crossing was used, it was assumed that the terminator was a perfect line of full 

brightness on the sun side and full dark on the night side, and this crossing can be 

modeled as a ramp function that starts as soon as the field of view of the detector begins 

to see the terminator and ends when the terminator leaves the detector field of view.  In 

this case, since the field of view of the photodetector is 382 km and the spacecraft is 

traveling at 8 km/s, the transition takes 382 km / (8 km/s) = 47.5 seconds.  This implies 

that the transition signal is a ramp from the lowest value to its highest value with a rise 

time of 47.5 seconds (fundamental rate of .02 Hz) making it desirable to place the low 

pass filter well above .02 Hz in order to remove as much of the terminator crossing from 

the data as possible.  Turman [8] showed that lightning superbolts are about        in 

duration with peak optical power about        after pulse initiation and a total shape that 
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is roughly triangular.  In time domain simulations, lighting was always modeled as a 

triangle wave whose duration is        and whose peak occurs at        after the start 

of the lightning event.   

 

The ability of the time domain signal to return to its initial baseline is critical to 

accurately measuring the optical energy of lightning.  This feature is best assured by 

placing the high-pass filter cutoff frequency as low as possible.  Essentially, this allows 

as much DC (which in this case really means ultra low frequency) information as possible 

through the filter resulting in the best fidelity on this measurement parameter.  

 

Since these two requirements conflict with each other, a series of simulations were run in 

Matlab Simelectronics (see Figure 44 in the Appendix for the model that was used) 

placing the filter cutoff frequency at various points to see the effect on the terminator 

crossing and lightning.  Specifically, a one pole filter at .01 Hz, 0.1 Hz, 10Hz, 30 Hz, and 

100Hz filters were examined and evaluated against each other to see 1) which 

configurations provide the smallest amount of time during terminator crossings in which 

observations cannot be made due to circuit saturation and 2) which configurations 

provide the closest return to the zero point after a lightning event.  Other filter 

configurations were not examined in the effort to keep the circuit topology as simple as 

possible and minimize overall part count.  

 

Ultimately, a filter cutoff frequency of 0.1 Hz was chosen as the best trade-off between 

lightning return to the starting point and maximum rejection of the DC signal from the 

terminator crossing.  The return to zero parameter for the implemented 0.1 Hz filter is 

shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16. Matlab Simelectronics plots showing return to zero offset of the 

implemented 0.1 Hz filter A/D converter (top panel) and A/D Counts (bottom panel) 

Figure 17 shows the result of a circuit simulation of the white light signal chain during a 

day to night terminator crossing while lightning is taking place.  The first large pulse is 

formed as the photometer’s field of view first enters the terminator.  The next two spikes 

are      W lightning events during the terminator crossing and the final spike occurs at 

the end of the terminator crossing. Interestingly, the simulation shows that it may be 

possible to observe most lightning events during a terminator crossing (a highly desirable 

condition).  Figure 18 is the same as Figure 17 except that the case of the other terminator 

crossing (night-to-day) is being examined.   
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Figure 17. White light Day-to-Night terminator crossing in volts to 

the A/D converter (top panel) and A/D Counts (bottom panel) 
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Figure 18. White light Night-to-Day Terminator Crossing in volts 

to the A/D converter (top panel) and A/D Counts (bottom panel) 

3.1.1.2.2 Low Pass Filter 

Noise performance is significantly improved by limiting the bandwidth of the system as 

much as possible. At the same time, one of the main science goals requires the 

preservation of the shape of the optical lightning pulse to the extent that the onset and 

height of this pulse can be directly measured in the final data.  The first requirement 

dictates placing the low pass filter frequency as low as possible, while the second one 

dictates a high frequency low pass filter and constrains the type of filter that can be used.  

Bessel filters have a maximally flat group delay that would pass the time domain signal 

with minimal delay distortion.  The order of this filter was then chosen based on the 

available speed of the op-amps and the desire to limit the number of op-amps required for 
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the design.  Finally, a number of different filter cutoff frequencies (30 kHz, 50 kHz, 

100 kHz, 250 kHz, and 500 kHz) were tried in simulation and evaluated against their 

ability to preserve the fundamental shape of the source signal while suppressing enough 

noise to enable the observation of average lightning.  The results of the final noise 

simulation runs are shown below in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 shows the results of simulations that include major sources of noise in the 

system.  This simulation includes the effects of diode noise and the most significant 

resistor and op-amp noise.   In addition, three lightning signals are included, one     W 

event occurs at 0.001 s into the simulation and two      W events occur at 0.01 s and 

0.2 s into the simulation (all lightning events are at the edge of the detector field of view 

thus represent the worst case signal response).  These simulations show that the circuit 

should have no trouble seeing      events and that those events with energies above     

are well above the noise level. It also shows that automated algorithms for detecting 

optical lightning will need to have a threshold set above the     optical power level. 
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Figure 19. White Light Noise simulation of lightning event with circuit noise (volts 

to the A/D converter, top panel and A/D Counts bottom panel) 

 

3.1.1.2.3 First stage current to voltage converter and DC blocking capacitor 

A simple current to voltage converter with a DC blocking capacitor is shown in Figure 

20.   
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Figure 20. First stage Photodiode circuit 

In this circuit, the transfer function for the AC portion of the signal is                

as long as the op-amp has sufficient closed loop gain for the signal.  During the day, 

enough light is reflected off the clouds to provide a DC current through the photodiode of 

         (Equation 2-14).  In addition, the bias voltage is +5.0 V which implies that the 

maximum value of R3 that will not cause the system to saturate during the day is 

     

        
          .  In order to provide a decent amount of headroom for the circuit 

and to account for various uncertainties, a final value of            was selected.  R15 

is selected based on the fact that the closed loop gain of the system if R15/R3 and the 

AD8616 has a Gain Bandwidth Product of 24 MHz, the open loop gain limitations of the 

op-amp will begin to cause attenuation of any signal above 24 MHz/(R15/R3).  For a 

maximum signal of interest of 500 kHz, this means that R15/R3 ≤ 24 MHz/500 kHz  ≤ 

48.  Since R3 is           , R15 must be less than or equal to            . 

 

When this circuit was constructed and placed on the bench, we found that it was 

inherently unstable until the feedback path was adjusted to have a pole at around 70 kHz.  

This was accomplished by changing R15 to            (and C17 to 39 pF) which gives 

a transfer function for this first stage on the order of             or an output signal 

on the order of                                for the most energetic lightning.  

The noise simulations in Figure 19 show that these parameters can allow the instrument 
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to observe both average lightning (those events with energies of     W or higher) and 

more intense events.  Given the noise parameters shown in simulation, it may even be 

possible to measure less intense events.  This fact can be clearly seen in the small first 

pulse at 0.001 s shown in Figure 19 which represents a     W event.   

3.1.1.3 Nighttime considerations 

During the night, clouds are significantly less bright than they are during the day due to 

the fact that in the worst case, all of the light reflected from the clouds comes from the 

moon.  Under the worst case condition of a full moon, cloud reflections can be expected 

to be a factor of about 398,000 less bright than it is under full sun conditions (Wikipedia 

reference for apparent magnitude http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apparent_magnitude). 

Given the numbers calculated in section 2.2.2, this implies that the DC signal we are 

attempting to remove is only 
    

      
          . In addition, the lower frequency DC 

signals associated with a cloud passing into the field of view and structure within the 

cloud are also reduced by this same factor.   

 

3.1.1.3.1 First stage current to voltage converter and DC blocking capacitor 

The small amount of light reflected off clouds allows one of the white light filter 

channels to be optimized for nighttime operation (saturating during the day) so that 

nighttime only observations can be made with this channel.  This is easily accomplished 

by increasing R3 from 4.99 k Ohm to 200 k Ohm (see the complete schematic in the 

Appendix for details).  Doing this reduces the impact of the bias resistor to noise 

generation by a factor of      or about 6 which is enough to enable the observation of 

about 75% of all lightning events at the edge of the field of view and more than 80% of 

all lightning directly below the spacecraft.  Since the current to voltage transfer 

characteristics of the circuit are defined by R15 and R15 is the same in both circuit 

topologies, all of the other components in the signal chain are unchanged an the only 

difference between the simulated results is a reduction in the noise level seen in Figure 19 

by about a factor of 6.   
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3.1.1.4 Lightning optical characteristics - Red Filter 

In addition to the non-filtered photodetectors, Firefly also incorporates one optical 

channel with a red filter (centered on 780 nm).  This particular filter has two advantages: 

1) it allows us to distinguish Red Sprites from normal lightning and 2) it turns out that 

6% of the optical energy in lightning appears in the 780 nm band covered by the filter [9] 

while less than 1% of the energy in the solar spectrum is in the same band.  This 

difference leads to a different circuit topology for the initial stage of the optical lightning 

detector shown in Figure 21 below. 

 

Figure 21. Initial stage of Photometer 4 (Red filtered photometer day/night observations) 

Figure 21 shows a classic high gain current to voltage converter centered on U11A along 

with the photodiode (D4) and its bias resistor (R56).  Since the op-amps are the same for 

the white light and red light configurations, R56 = 200 k ohm still represents the largest 

practical value of the resistor prior to the point where noise from this component starts to 

dominate the system noise response.  Other components in the circuit are designed such 

that the output signal level from this stage is equivalent to the output signal level from the 

white light configuration allowing the back-end signal amplification stages to be exactly 

the same in all four photometers.  

Figure 22 shows a simulation of the red filter circuit with the analog voltage presented to 

the A/D converter in the top panel and the A/D Converter output counts in the bottom 

panel.  Due to the fact that the circuit noise remains the same as it is in the white light 

case and the input signal is only 6% the size of the white light case, only the most 

energetic events are expected to be seen in this channel. 
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Figure 22. Red Filter noise simulation of lightning event with 

circuit noise (volts to the A/D converter, top panel and A/D Counts 

bottom panel) 

 

3.1.2 VLF Receiver Electronics 

The VLF Receiver electronics is a three stage system consisting of a front end attachment 

to the antenna, an input/ESD protection stage (with some gain), and a final gain stage 

with three different filter characteristics as shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. VLF Receiver block diagram 

 

3.1.2.1 Input stage/ESD protection, AC Coupling, and first gain stage 

The VLF Receiver’s input stage is shown below in Figure 24. Note that the op-amp is a 

single ended op-amp whose supply voltages are +5.0 V and GND.  This requires all 

signals to be offset to mid-range of the supply rails (2.5 V) and requires that there be DC 

blocking capacitors between each stage. 

 

Figure 24. VLF Input stage, ESD protection, AC coupling, and first gain stage 

This section of the circuit consists of capacitor C5 that provides the first stage op-amp 

with protection against high DC voltages associated with charging of the antenna from 

the ambient spacecraft environment.  Low frequency system performance is dominated 

by the filter formed between R14 and C5 and gives a pole around 1.6 mHz which is far 

enough below the cutoff frequency of the high pass filter between this stage and 

subsequent stages to not affect circuit performance.   
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The transfer function from free space to the input of the op-amp is dominated by the ratio 

of the free space capacitance (Ca) to the stray capacitance (Cs) shown in the Matlab 

model below (Figure 25) and also shown in Figure 40 of the Appendix.  Thus for a fixed 

antenna capacitance, Cs should be minimized.  The Firefly receiver attempts to minimize 

stray capacitance in the circuit by using an antenna guard (A1_Guard) which drives the 

shield of the antenna coaxial cable.  Overall, the goal is to get stray capacitance below 

about 1 pF so that signal loss through this path is less than 10%. 

 

Each of the PAD1 diodes are present to bleed off any ESD type events during handling of 

the spacecraft during integration and launch.   

 

Finally, the first stage filter is set with a real pole at 1.1 MHz placing it high enough not 

to interfere with the low frequency Bessel filters in subsequent stages, but low enough to 

provide a limited amount of noise suppression. 

 

This circuit also has a built-in DC offset of 2.5 V which will set the DC level of the 

output to 2.5 V allowing the maximum amount of both positive and negative voltage 

swing in the system. 

 

3.1.2.2 Initial stage filter response 

The initial stage of the system was modeled in Matlab Simulink (see Figure 25) 

producing the frequency and gain plots  
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Figure 25. Simelectronics model of the first stage amplifier 

 

Figure 26. Frequency and gain plots of the receiver front end 

3.1.2.3 Filter/Final Gain stages 

The receiver’s final filter/gain stage has three different low pass filters and the output of 

each is individually digitized by the ECB electronics and represents different regions of 

scientific interest: 

1) DC to 16 kHz – This is the region of primary science interest.  Time domain and 

frequency domain signals are used to determine the relative timing between the 

VLF event and the optical events.  Frequency domain information can be used to 
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characterize the type of lightning that occurred and further correlate the event 

with ground based observations.  

2) DC to 32 kHz – This region has secondary science implications, as there are some 

important science derived quantities in the 16 kHz – 32 kHz band.  Ideally, this 

data would be used as the primary science channel; however, the current data 

budget is insufficient to carry this data. 

3) DC to 500 kHz – This region has traditionally been analyzed in the frequency 

domain using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) and sonograms.  As a result, the 

ability to exactly reproduce the time-domain information present in the original 

signal is not required.  Ripple in the gain filters is also acceptable as long as the 

system transfer function is adequately characterized. 

These three filters stages are shown on sheet 2 of the schematic included in the 

Appendix B. 

 

3.1.2.4 16 kHz filter 

As with the optical system, it is important to be able to correlate the arrival time of the 

VLF signal to the other two instruments on the spacecraft.  For this reason, a filter with a 

constant group delay is the most desirable type of filter for this system.  Other science 

parameters derived from the filter require a precise knowledge of the filter response as a 

function of frequency, but not any particular phase or gain as a function of frequency, so 

the signal chain was optimized by adding a four pole Bessel filter.  The low frequency to 

16 kHz filter stage is implemented as a four-pole Bessel filter with the cutoff frequency 

set to 16.0 kHz.  This filter is shown below in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. 16 kHz VLF filter 

The 16 kHz VLF filter was modeled in MatlLab Simulink (Figure 28) producing the gain 

and phase plots shown in Figure 29.   

 

Figure 28. Simelectronics model of the 16 kHz receiver electronics 
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Figure 29. Frequency and gain plots of the 16 kHz receiver electronics 

The Phase and gain plots above show that the system gain is relatively flat while the 

phase shift is less than about 30 degrees from 100 Hz through 2 kHz.  Additionally, the 

phase shift through 16 kHz is relatively low which should enable the digitized time 

domain version of the signal to reproduce the original event with relatively high fidelity. 

3.1.2.5 32 kHz filter 

The 32 kHz system is subject to much the same design constraints as the 16 kHz system.  

Thus it has the same four-pole Bessel filter (with components selected for the higher 

frequency) as the 16 kHz system. This filter is shown below in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30. 32 kHz VLF Filter 

The 16 kHz VLF filter was modeled in MatlLab Simulink (Figure 31) producing the gain 

and phase plots shown in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 31. Simelectronics model of the 32 kHz receiver electronics 
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Figure 32. Frequency and gain plots of the 32 kHz receiver electronics 

3.1.2.6 500 kHz filter 

The low frequency to 500 kHz filter stage is implemented single a real filter set to 

462 kHz.  Note that the op-amp used in the system has a gain bandwidth product of 

24 MHz which itself effectively adds another pole at 1.2 MHz.  Given that the nature of 

the signal we are observing is such that the magnitude of the signal falls off dramatically 

as the frequency increases beyond about 100 kHz, the use of a single pole at 462 kHz and 

relying on the op-amp to further limit the frequency beyond 1.1 MHz should be sufficient 

to pass the entire signal through the receiver without encountering too many problems 

with aliasing.  This filter is shown below in Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33. 500 kHz VLF filter 
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The 16 kHz VLF filter was modeled in MatlLab Simulink (Figure 34) producing the gain 

and phase plots shown in Figure 35. 

 

 

Figure 34. Simelectronics model of the 500 kHz receiver electronics 

 

Figure 35. Frequency and gain plots of the 500 kHz receiver electronics 

3.1.3 BFIRLNA board (combined VLF Receiver/4 channel lightning detector) 

Both the Low Noise amplifier and the VLF receiver were placed on a single board shown 

in Figure 35.  In this picture, the four photodetectors are mounted on standoffs to give 

them the proper orientation, the electronics associated with these circuits are located on 

the back side of the board, while all the VLF receiver circuitry is located on the top side 

of the board.  The hole on the center is a cutout for the gravity gradient boom. 
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Figure 36. Firefly BFIRLNA board (left - top of board, right - bottom of board) 

The images below in Figure 37 show BFIRLNA mounted in the Firefly top assembly 

including the gravity gradient boom housing (on the left) and the collimators/field stop 

(shown on the right). 

 

Figure 37. BFIRLNA installed in Firefly top assembly (2 views, photos courtesy of 

Doug Rowland, NASA/GSFC). 

 

This architecture also enables a number of different algorithms and experiments to be 

written and uploaded to the instrument after the unit is constructed and integrated with 

the rest of the spacecraft.  This specifically includes the ability to change the operating 

parameters of the entire instrument suite while the unit is on orbit by uploading a new 
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'program' to the Xilinx processor.  Overall, this flexibility decreases the risk of not 

meeting schedule while still maintaining the ability to significantly add value to the 

instrument suite.  In the event that a really early launch date was given to us by the NSF, 

this board could also be flown without any of the components being populated and not 

affect the overall mission.  It turns out that this last feature was unnecessary as Firefly 

had enough time to finish a full hardware development cycle for both boards. 

 

3.2 Experiment Control 

3.2.1 Experiment Controller board ECB 1 and ECB 2 

Early in the design phase, the Firefly team decided to design in both a radiation hardened 

(rad-hard) limited function Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and a 'soft' FPGA 

which is both reprogrammable and has fairly extensive system resources.  In this 

architecture, the main Experiment Controller board (ECB1) uses an Aeroflex rad-hard 

FPGA which controls critical science collection tasks, communications with the rest of 

the spacecraft, and the programming of the 'soft' FPGA.  Essentially, the rad-hard FPGA 

acts as a buffer between the soft FPGA and the rest of the spacecraft, as a bus controller 

for memory access between the two FPGAs, and as a supervisor for the soft FPGA 

ensuring that it is reprogrammed on a regular basis to reduce the chances of a soft error 

interfering with the mission. 

ECB1 (shown below) was designed and tested in the lab as a prototype to verify the 

operation of the A/D Converters, communications with the Gamma Ray Detector, and 

memory functionality. 
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Figure 38. ECB I Prototype top (left), and Bottom (right) 

ECB 2 is not present in this image as ECB 1, ECB 2, and the cables between ECB 1, 

ECB 2, the GRD, and the EPR board are all integrated into a final rigid-flex design which 

is currently in fabrication.  The overall layout of the rigid flex system is shown in Figure 

39. 
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Figure 39. Firefly rigid-flex board layout.  ECB 1 (left) and ECB 2 (right) 
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4. Summary and Conclusions 

The Firefly mission is part of a new class of spacecraft designs concentrating on 

delivering a fully integrated science payload within the constraints of the relatively small 

cubesat format.  It will be the first platform to make integrated measurements of three of 

lightning's most characteristic quantities: Visible light, RF signature, and Gamma-ray 

emissions.  Each of these instruments have been optimized for the observations of 

lightning from space and are mounted on a single bus so that observations from each 

instrument can be correlated with the other instruments to a timing accuracy of less than 

1 microsecond.  These coordinated measurements will provide new information on the 

fundamental physical processes involved in the initiation and evolution of lightning 

events which will in turn produce a new understanding of a phenomenon that has been 

observed throughout history. 
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Appendix A - Hamamatsu S9195 PIN Photodiode datasheet 
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Appendix B - BFIRLNA Schematics 
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Appendix C - Receiver Matlab models 

 

Figure 40. Matlab Simulink Receiver front end model 
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Figure 41. Matlab Simulink 16kHz receiver signal chain 
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Figure 42. Matlab Simulink 32kHz receiver signal chain 
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Figure 43. Matlab Simulink 500kHz receiver signal chain 
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Figure 44. Matlab Simulink model of the white light photometer signal chain (with input noise) 
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Figure 45. Matlab Simulink model for Red light photometer signal chain (with input noise) 
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Appendix D - BFIRECB Schematics 
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